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1. Introduction

This item reflects certain data on the design of
the pilot's cabin in Gagarin's spaceship, the "Vostok". The
conclusions discussed below were reached as a result of a
study of more than 50 official reports and articles published
in connection with the first Soviet manned space flight. In
the course of this study the following key statements were
found:

1) the structure of the spaceship "Vostok" was sim-
ilar to that of the previous Soviet spaceship-
satellites;

2) all the Soviet ship-satellites, including the
manned "Vostok", were launched and recovered by
the same program;

3) the Soviet astronauts were trained in cabins
similar to that of the "Vostok".

These statements were found in several sources, in-
cluding references 1-6. Their interest lies in the fact that
they make it possible to relate previously published informa-
tion on the spaceship-satellites and the Soviet astronaut
training cabin to the "Vostok." Several of these statements
are cited below.

The official report on the Gagarin flight of April
12, 1961, states that the spaceship was built on the basis
of experience obtained in launching the first ship-satellites.
[1] According to A. Shternfiel'd, the structure of the "Vostok"
was perfected during the previous launchings of Soviet ship-
satellites. On the first, second, and third ship-satellites,
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systems were perfected and checked which assured the estab-
lishment of the ship in its orbit and the flight safety and
flight control required for manned travel and recovery.
Space physics was also investigated during the flight of
these ships. On the fourth and fifth ship-satellites, the
"•Vostok's" structure and its systems for safe flight and re-
covery were further perfected (2].

In his series of articles "Way to Space", Gagarin
discusses the training period. He states that after the
launching of the first ship-satellite carrying a dummy, it
was clear that the spaceship had now been built and the per-
fection and checking of its systems were in progress. [3]
The flight of the second ship-satellite (with the dogs Belka
and Strelka) demonstrated the complete reliability of the
ship which the astronauts had been studying and mastering.
[(] The fourth and fifth spaceship-satellites launched in
March, 1961, were considered final test shots for the "Vostok".
In each of these vehicles, a dummy was located in the pilot's
seat, and an experimental dog (Chernushka in the fourth ship
and Zvezdochka in the fifth) was in the cabin. [1]

Discussing the so-called "mute chambers", in which
the subject is isolated from the outside world, V. Grigor'yev
states that a cabin similar to the spaceship cabin is set up
in such a chamber. The astronaut spends a certain amount of
time there and performs various tasks according to a program.
[51 Academician A. N. Nesmeyanov asserted that tests were
conducted "tfor days and weeks" in cabins which fully simulated
the cabin of the space-ship. [6] This is also mentioned by
Gagarin himself, who states that there were many training
sessions in the model of the spaceship cabin. (3]

2. Was the "Vostok" a winged vehicle?

The official report (I], which gives a general de-
scription of the first Soviet manned flight, does not say
that the "Vostok" was a winged vehicle, but there are some
indications that it was. First, the majority of the numerous
artists' conceptions of the ship published in the Soviet news-
papers after the flight and in connection with the 1961 May
Day celebration show a winged space vehicle with the word
rVostok" on its housing. A previous analysis of the Soviet
literature [71 showed that the second Soviet ship-satellite
which carried the dogs Belka and Strelka was also probably a
winged vehicle.
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The second indication that the "Vostok" had wings
is given in an article by A. Shternfel'd [8] written in con-
nection with the launching of the fourth ship-satellite. In
this article, Shternfel'd calls the Soviet ship-satellites
"raketoplany (rocketplanes), a term which could not be used
unless these vehicles are equipped with wings.

In addition, the official report (1] gives a de-
scription of the "Vostok" suggesting that It had wings which
would enable it to fly in the earth's atmosphere probably
for up to 10 days. According to this report, the structure
of the "Vostok" makes recovery possible by using the natural
resistance of the atmosphere should the decelerating system
fail. The supplies of food, water, and regeneration materi-
al and the capacity of the power sources are calculated for
a flight lasting up to 10 days. Precautionary measures are
provided in the structure of the ship to prevent a cabin
temperature inmrea'e beyond the rated limit during the pro-
longed surface heating caused by the gradual deceleration of
the ship in the atmosphere. (1]

3. Shape and location of cabin

Fig. 1 shows the analyst's conception of the "Vostok's"
cabin, which is based on several indications found in Soviet
sources.

According to the official report [l], the "Vostok"
consists of two main sections: the pilot's cabin and the in-
strument section, No indications that the spaceship has a
spherical cabin are given in the text of this report. The
published view of the interior of the astronaut's cabin (Fig.
2), however, leads to the conclusion that the "Vostok" had a
spherical cabin consisting of two hemispheres, of which one
hemisphere with Joint is shown.

The second indication of the shape of the spaceship
cabin is found in a report by a special correspondent of
Komsomol'skaya pravda, 0. Apenchenko, published on April 14,
15, and 16, 1961. [9] In the last part of this report,
Apenchenko discusses the control of the spaceship by Gagarin
during trainin§. According to this report, the training
cabin, called Sphere One", and the command post, called
"Earth", are located in neighboring rooms of the laboratory
building and communicate with each other through the corridor.
The article describes Gagarin's training in "Sphere One",
from launching to orientation of the ship In space. Apenchenko
states that when the spaceship was oriented and the training
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Fig. 1. Possible shape and location of the cabin in the
Soviet space ships

a cabin of second ship-satellite; b - cabin of
the ship "Vostok"; 1 - external housing of ship;
2 - spherical cabin; 3 - fast-opening hatch with
porthole; 4 - fast-opening hatch; 5 - porthole
with optical orientator; 6 - instrument board
with globe; 7 - television camera; 8 - door; 9 -
hatch; 10 - parting line of cabin; 11 pilot
seat; 12 - ablating wing; A - angle between the
lengthwise axis of the container (a) or the pi-
lot seat (b) and the floor (cross-s•ection) of the
cabin; B- launching direction; C - reentrydirectlon
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*Fig. 2. View of the interior of the astronaut's cabin in
the spaceship "Vostok" [1)

1 - pilot's panel; 2 - instrument board with globe;
3 - television camera; 4f - porthole with optical onl-
entator; 5 -lever for controlling the ship's orien-
tation; 6 -radio receiver; 7 - food container

in the cabin was over, "the astronaut lifts himself from the
seat, firmly grips the handle and jumps out of the sphere".
[9] The word sphere, which is used here without quotation
marks, apparently refers not only to the name of the train-
Ing cabin, "Sphere One", but also to the cabin's shape.
These remarks indicate that the "Vostok" and the previous
Soviet spaceships were equi~ped with spherical cabins, be-
cause, as noted above, the I ,Vostok" is described as similar
to the previous Soviet spaceships, and the training cabin in
the laboratory was similar to the cabin of the "Vostok".

In Fig. 1, the spherical cabin 2 is shown located
In the ship's housing 1. This location Is assumed on the
basis of a statement made by Gagarin in discussing the meet-
ing of the astronauts with the chief designer of the Soviet
spaceships. The chief designer explained that the exte~tnal
surfaces of the ship and of the pilot's cabin are covered
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with heat protection. [10] This observation suggests that,
since the pilot's cabin as well as the spaceship itself has
its own external surface, the two are probably different units
of the structure. In Fig, 1 the ship itself is shown as a
cylindrical housing 1 and the pilot's cabin as sphere 2. The
relative positions of the cylindrical housing 1 and the pi-
lot's cabin 2 (Fig. 10 are shown on the basis of the follow-
ing consi'erat , .3.

The housing of the cabin has three portholes and
two fast-opening hatches, The portholes, made of heat-resistant
glass, are designed for visual observation during the entire
flIght. An optical orientator is mounted on one of the port-
holes. [11 The dogs Belka and Strelka in the second ship-
satellite and Gagarin in the "Vostok" were photographed by the
same television camera, according to Gagarin's account. When
the chief designer demonstrated the spaceship for manned
flight to the astronauts, Gagarin says, he showpd them the
same television camer2 which was later used on the second
ship-satellite. [6) As has been previ-ously shown, the second
51ship-satellite caril-_' two small TV came-ras. One, placed di-
rectly on thc hatcv, -f the container, transmitted a full-face
picture of the dog r.lka taken through the hatch window. The
second was located iir a position in the cabin from which it
could transmit a side view of the other dog, Strelka, taken
through the side window of the container. [7, P. 84] The
TV camera mentioned by Gagarin is probably the one that trans-
mitted the pictures of Belka, because the .or;et writers gen-
erally consider the full-face view camera to be the main cam-
era and the side-view camera to be auxiliary. If so. the
camera tralne~d on Belka must have been located at the same
place in the second shIp-satellite. where the canmela is shown
in Gagarin's cabin (F4g. 2). However, the "'rostok" was
equipped wit'Y. two TV cameras, as was the second- shir-satellite.
According to one article, the camera shown in Fig. ? constant-
ly observed the pilot and transmitted his picz're, and a sec-
ond Oafli.a was placed in the cabin, which is not visible in
this photograph. Two images of the astronatvt were simultan-
eously transmitted t- the earth during the flight, full-face
and sideview. (I31

TMl 'o-regoing discuss.ton makes it possible to con-
jecture that the dogs we_ 1 zated in the second ship-satellite
as shown in Fig. , I' x-Žference 7 (PP. 91-93), angle A
shown in Fig. 1 (a) -... det-'o.`ined to be about 200. The
lengthwise axis of the container in the second ship-satellite
was probably perpendicular to the center of the fast-opening
hatch 3, because the dog container was catapulted through this
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hatch. Thus, the position of hatch 3 in the spherical cabin
2 can be determined by angle A and from Fig. 2, where the
relative positions of this hatch and parting line 10 are
shown. The position of the fast-opening hatch 3 relative to
porthole 5, the instrwnent board with globe 6, television
camera 7, and pilot seat 11 is shown In Fig. I (b) according
to Gagarin's description of the pilot's cabin. He states
that in front of the astronaut are located the instrument
panel wibh several needle indicators and "signal tableaux,"
an electric clock, and also a globe whose rotation is syn-
Thronized with the motion of the ship along its orbit. Be-
low the instrument board was a TV camera for observing the
astronaut from the earth and below the camera was the port-
hole with the optical orientator. [10]

This statement indicates that the pilot's seat was
located in the spherical cabin 2 as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
From this position, the astronaut was able to see the instru-
ment board and observe the earth's surface through porthole
5 during the flight. According to Apenchenko [9], during re-
entry the earth's surface should "run" from under the astro-
naut's foot up the porthole with the orientator; this accords
with the relative positions shown for porthole 5, pilot seat
11, and wing 12. The sources give no data on angle A for the
position of the pilot's seat. Gagarin states only that the
seat is located in the cabin at such an angle that the ac-
celeration forces act in the chest-back direction. [101
Since all the Soviet spaceships are said to be similar, the
angle A for the pilot's seat was probably about 200, as was
the angle A for the container holding Belka and Strelka.

In manned flight, the pilot seat can be catapulted
through the fast-opening hatch in 4 Fig. 1 (b). The pilot
can leave the cabin through the fast-opening hatch 3 If a
failure occurs in the catapulting system during landing. If
the ship lands on water, the pilot will be able to leave the
cabin through fast-opening hatch 3 or 4.

There are several indications that the cylindrical
housing 1 has a door 8 and ;pherical cabin 2 is equipped with
hatch 9. The door is mentioned by several authors. Discuss-
Irg the start of Gagarin's flight, Go]ikov and Sinirnov state
that Gagarin fastened himself In the seat and waved his hand,
and the "heavy metallic door of the cabinn was closed behind
him. [12] N. P. KamarIn states, however, that the "heavy
door of the spaceship" was shut behind Gagarin. [13] In an
artist's conception of a Soviet manned spaceship, Professor
Pokrovskiy shows a door in the cylindrical housing of the ship.
[14] Gagarin himself discusses how he took his seat in the
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cabin for the flight. He says he came into the cabin, smelled
the air of the field, was placed in the seat, and the hatch
was closed noiselessly. [151 He does not specify which hatch,
but it ias probably not the large fast-opening hatches 3 or 4,
because hatch 3 is equipped with optical orientator 5 and TV
camera 7, which are connected with the instrument panel, and
hatch 1 ! I, intended mainly for catapulting the pilot's seat.
in addltionr, it would appear that the two fast-openIng hatches
are used only for special purposes, not as entrances to the
cabin, They are probably riot even equipped with hinges, in
view of the fact that the fast-opening hatch of the second
spsceship was separated from the ship before the container
with Belka and Strelka was catapulted. [7, P. 85] Altogether,
it aeemo logical to infer that Gagarin entered the spaceship
through door 8 and the cabin through hatch 9.

Fig. 3 is a reproduction of a color sketch of a space-
ship with a spherical cabin published in Tudom~ny es technika
[16), a Kungarian popular science periodical. Although the
sketch is not specifically identified as the "Vostok", it ac-
companiez an account of Gagarin's flight. The weight given
for the spaceship is 4725 kg, the same as the weight offi-
c-l1ily annoonced for the "Vostok".

Fig, 3. (See next page) 1- the basic unit, a pressurized
chamber; 2 - astronaut on tilting couch; 3 - equipment for
changing the position of the pressurized chamber protect-
ing the astronaut from the discomforts of acceleration
and deceleration; 4 - cabin's oxygen tank and air-regen-
erating equipment; 5 - radar; 6 - control instruments; 7 -
rocket deceleration control; 8 - supply of concentrated
food; 9 - water-purifying equipment; 10 - communications
system; ll- various electrical devices; 12 - batteries
and equipment for measuring external conditions; 13 -
outer shell made of an alloy which can withstand high
temperatures; 14 - automatic aerodynamic brakes; 15 -
parachute compartment; 16 - small rockets for decelerat-
ing cap.sule. Small drawings in corners of figure show
spaceship's orbit and capsule burning on reentry if
Various reentry steps are not undertaken.
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